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1. She silently________along the Shack’s dim
    walls.

2. She leapt onto the__________and slid. 
    She slid all the way down, at least five
    floors.

3. The serving cart toppled over,__________
the Finks with steaming crab leg soup.

Who was chasing Root?



Menace

1. Root skidded in and, sensing the Krux’s 
     _____________, went wide to join her
     Bondmates.

A Word Pantry is where you get tasty 
snacks.

1. Where is the Valadors' Rover?

3. What does Lian's mum do to the
    cloaks?

CHAPTER SEVENTEEN



Viewing

_______
_

Root

Hovermutts can soar to great heights 
for a long time.



What do Root and Dwyn have in 
common?

CHAPTER NINETEEN



Plunged
Pedestal

Here sat a plain fountain with a 
simple ______________ in its centre.

A distinct scraping sound rose as the 
basin shifted into an opening that 
___________  into the ground below.

Jorab went with them into 
the secret entrance.What is a palindrome?

CHAPTER TWENTY



2

Who was in the secret library when 
the Valadors arrived?

What was the cat's name and how 
did it help the Valadors?

CHAPTER TWENTY- ONE



What is a Shield used for?

What does Root hear the men 
discussing when she's packing food?

CHAPTER TWENTY- TWO
 
 



1. Root, meanwhile, kept her eyes on the 
_________, hoping Dwyn would appear.

2. And with that, the three ________dipped 
seamless oars into the boundless sea.

3. Sir Heart’s lighthouse swiftly faded from 
view and all that was heard was the 
_________of three young hearts.

Specters
Shoreline
Pounding

What does Lian use to pay the Sea 
Wraith's fare?

CHAPTER TWENTY- THREE



1. Norbert is an old friend of Root's.

2. The headstones did not speak.

3. Root escaped the demon unharmed.

4. Lian wasn't scared at all.

1. Who does Root meet in the Black
    Hills?

2. Are the Black Hills a fun place to
    visit? Why or why not?

1. They ___________ well into the 
afternoon, waking at last to the lilting cry 
of sea birds.

2. The Squawnches began as a colony of 
__________who developed a Soot Market 
trade in Lightning Stalk weapons.

3. There it was in a slant of diminishing 
light, a vile black ________, frothing at the 
mouth.

Slumbered
Demon
Criminals

What does Lian collect on the 
beach?

CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR



1. What is the job of the Keepers?

CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE



Dashed
Dark

1. Only Hilly Punyun could kill the 
   ____________ of such a moment

2. The Bonds __________  away in
    all directions. 

3. Morning hinted its arrival,
    highlighting a ledge of _______
    clouds across the horizon. 

Brédin?

CHAPTER TWENTY- SIX



1. The last thread of her Mesh Vine
    _________________.

2. Dwyn cast off his ____________  to rise
    and face the Sea Wraith. 

3. Rain heaved so violently that water
    reached their ankles in ___________.

Seconds
Detached
Terror

1. The Sea Wraith loved to tell funny
     jokes.

2. Dwyn loved swimming in the sea.

3. Root turned into a squid-blob-fish.

4. Hilly helped them survive the storm.

2. What kept the Valadors together
    and afloat during the storm?

CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN



3. The gorilla’s ___________  hand
    gripped her shoulder. 

Massive

.

2. What two things did Root find in the
     jungle?

CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT



What kind of things were being 
sold in the Soot Market?

The Wolf marked Brecken with a 
painful blue tinge on his wrist.

1. Another object came into view. It was on
    Loathsbin’s desk, a small ___________ of
    smooth, round crystal.

2. It was __________ over on its side like a
   useless jug

Tipped
Eggory

Krism

CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE



3. Instead of running out or even marching
    grandly, she ____________  her inflamed,
    bulging leg toward the door. 

Dragged

1. What happens at an auction?

2. Who was bidding for Root at
    the auction?

1. Grank is a hippopotamus.

2. Root was auctioned off to Jorab.

3. Klud lost his bid for Root.

4. Loathsbin used a glossy pink shell to be
    heard over the crowd. 

CHAPTER THIRTY


